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New Street Types of Belmont-Carlton

Overview

Recommended Amendments to Streets That Work

Process

These fine-grained street typologies aim to capture the different 
street conditions and functionalities of streets designated as “local” in 
Charlottesville’s Streets That Work plan. It is not intended for these 
typologies to be exclusive to Belmont-Carlton, instead, our hope is that their 
foundation in modal sensitivity and connection is applicable to local streets 
across the city. 

Only 7 of the 57 streets in the Belmont-Carlton neighborhood are addressed 
in Streets That Work, leaving the remaining 50 streets generically classified 
as “local.” Between the residential, business, and industrial conditions 
comprising Belmont-Carlton, one typology cannot accurately represent the 
varied streets and connections within the neighborhood. For example, the 
Belmont and Carlton areas that make up Belmont-Carlton feature distinctly 
different block networks which often imply different street experiences. 
Intuitively, Downtown Belmont differs from residential areas, as well 
as from the light industrial areas. Through our analysis, we assigned the 
below typologies as a refinement to Streets That Work and as a platform for 
recommending broadly applicable street-level interventions for increasing 
safety and comfort for pedestrians and bicyclists. All of the recommendations 
we make do not intend any change to the width of the right-of-way, they 
are proposed more simply as reallocation of uses within the existing paved 
roadway.

To support our refinement of local streets and create a complete and holistic 
street network for Belmont-Carlton, we recommend two changes in regards 
to the Streets That Work plan. 

We suggest that all of Carlton Road be designated as Neighborhood A to 
emphasize the road’s role in connecting Belmont-Carlton to other parts of the 
city across the railroad tracks. Under this classification’s recommendations, 
bicycles and pedestrians will be accommodated, which is critical to our 
work, while maintaining high vehicular flow. 

We also suggest that Carlton Avenue between Carlton Road and Franklin 
Street be designated as Neighborhood A. The existing right of way is 
unique from the other streets in Belmont-Carlton and thus is not easily 
accommodated in our recommendations for the local streets. Due to the 
incoming WillowTree headquarters, this portion of road will see significantly 
increased traffic, vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian. As such, the Streets That 
Work Neighborhood A classification is best able to handle recommending 
a complete street scenario for the street as it transforms, particularly in its 
provision of dedicated bicycle facilities.

To develop classifications for the existing streets of Belmont-Carlton, we 
began by analyzing connections to businesses and cultural amenities within 
and adjacent to the neighborhood, determining critical connections. Inside 
the neighborhood, we focused on connection to Downtown Belmont, 
Belmont Park, Rives Park, and Clark Elementary. Adjacent destinations 
we found to be important were to the Downtown Mall, IX Park, and the 
incoming WillowTree headquarters. These connections varied greatly, both 
in distance and method of traveling as well as the purpose of a trip. Expanding 
on how and why residents are moving about the neighborhood, we brought 
in the experience of traveling on the street, or what that experience should 
be, from the perspective of the users. 
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Hinton Avenue is the only local street in Belmont-Carlton classified with 
highest sensitivity to cars. Even though Hinton Avenue is the main vehicular 
access to Downtown Belmont, it is also the only street characterized by 
major vehicular traffic that can be bypassed via alternate routes with more 
pleasant and safer conditions for other modes. Further supporting alternate 
routes, Hinton Avenue has a large, steep hill, making it a less appealing route 
for cyclists and pedestrians than Belmont Avenue, a street one block over 
with more gentle topography. 

With highest sensitivity to cars, recommended interventions focus on 
comfortable lane widths, built-in features to slow traffic and demand 
increased attention from drivers, on-street parking, and sidewalks connected 
to the provided parking so that people can safely walk from their vehicle to 
their final destination. 

A: Highest Sensitivity to Cars

Hinton Avenue
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A: Highest Sensitivity to Cars

Existing Local A Section
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Proposed Local A Section
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Three streets in Belmont-Carlton earn a classification emphasizing sensitivity 
to all modes—cars, pedestrians, and bicyclists. Generally speaking, these 
streets provide critical connections within or through the neighborhood 
without any feasible alternate routes for cyclists or pedestrians. For this 
typology, feasibility is primarily about the street network, not about 
topography which is a notable consideration in the classifications A and C. 
Since these streets are in the part of Belmont-Carlton without a standard 
block structure, direct alternate routes do not exist, and thus these streets 
need to equally accommodate cars, bicycles, and pedestrians. Additionally, 
these streets are different from Neighborhood A streets in either the geometry 
of the existing right-of-way or the average daily traffic volume of the street, 
or both.

Carlton Avenue between Monticello Road and Carlton Road is the most 
direct route from the northeast side of Belmont-Carlton to Downtown 
Belmont. Pressures from incoming development along the street position 
it for increases in traffic which pose significant safety concerns for all users 
due to the narrow and winding character of the street. Due to the lack of 
block structure, there are no economical alternatives which implies the 
street needs to consider all users equally.

Similarly, Monticello Road between Hinton Avenue and Linden Avenue 
is the most direct route from the southern side of Carlton to Downtown 
Belmont, and through to Downtown Charlottesville. Though Monticello 
Avenue is technically an alternate route, the topography between the two 
streets is very steep and challenging to traverse, and the high volume of cars 
on Monticello Avenue feels dangerous and uncomfortable to many residents. 
As such, we do not consider Monticello Road a viable alternate route and 
due to the lack of block structure to the east, no Similarly, Monticello 
Road between Hinton Avenue and Linden Avenue is the most direct route 
from the southern side of Carlton to Downtown Belmont, and through to 
Downtown Charlottesville. Though Monticello Avenue is technically an 

alternate route, the topography between the two streets is very steep and 
challenging to traverse, and the high volume of cars on Monticello Avenue 
feels dangerous and uncomfortable to many residents. As such, we do not 
consider Monticello Road a viable alternate route and due to the lack of block 
structure to the east, no economical alternate routes exist. Thus, Monticello 
Road should consider all users equally.

The composite street of Linden Avenue + Nassau Avenue + Franklin Street 
connects Monticello Road and Carlton Avenue, completing a backbone 
of (proposed) multi-modal connection around the Carlton portion of 
Belmont-Carlton. Furthermore, this sequence of streets is proposed in 
Charlottesville’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan as a Bicycle Connector 
Route, emphasizing its intended role as a connective tissue. Rives Street does 
also provide connection between Monticello Road and Carlton Avenue, but 
because of its connection to Rives Park and associated heightened safety 
concerns for children, we did not consider this alternate route as of the same 
classification. Instead, and particularly with consideration of the incoming 
WillowTree Headquarters, Linden Avenue + Nassau Avenue + Franklin 
Street is the most feasible route through the southeast side of Belmont-
Carlton and thus needs to equally accommodate all modes.

The above streets typically have narrow rights-of-way without feasible 
expansions. As such, and with equal sensitivity to all modes and typical, 
recommended interventions focus on separate and adequate facilities for 
cars, pedestrians, and cyclists. Linden Avenue is the exception to the limited 
right-of-way characteristic and is not addressed in the below suggestions. 
For the other streets of this typology, cars clearly have priority and without 
repurposing a travel lane or on-street parking, it is not feasible to improve 
the street experience by better providing for pedestrians and bicyclists. 

In the context of extremely limited rights-of-way, one possible approach is 
to remove on-street parking, retain two travel lanes but make them shared 

B: Equal Sensitivity to All Modes

Equal Accommodation Between Users
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roadways for bicyclists, widen the existing 
sidewalk by 3-5 feet, and provide a buffer 
between the sidewalk and the adjacent 
travel lane (see Proposed: Typical on page 
35). Though a full build-out as illustrated 
is ideal, such adjustments to the allocation 
of right-of-way could be achieved in the 
shorter term simply by painting lanes 
and buffers onto the existing pavement. 
Painted intervention is an opportunity 
for resident artists to generate new 
murals for the neighborhood as a way 
of differentiating spaces for cars and 
pedestrians. 

Another possible approach (intended as 
a recommendation only for Monticello 
Road and Carlton Avenue north of 
Carlton Road), is to retain on-street 
parking, replace one travel lane with 
a buffered contraflow bicycle lane, 
transform the remaining travel lane into 
a shared one-way roadway, and widen 
the existing sidewalk by 3-5 feet (see 
Proposed: Constrained on page 35). 
Again, full build-out is ideal, but obviously 
expensive, so painted reallocation of the 
right-of-way along paired with signage is a 
more accessible short-term intervention. 
Especially in this case of dramatic change, 
paint is a great way to try on the change 
to evaluate efficacy and feasibility.
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Existing Local B Section

B: Equal Sensitivity to All Modes
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Proposed Local B Section (no right-of-way width constraints)

Proposed Local B Section (with right-of-way width constraints)
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Eight Belmont-Carlton streets are classified to emphasize safe and 
comfortable active transportation. As connections to recreational and 
educational assets in the neighborhood, most users are walking or biking 
to these amenities and many users are children. Furthermore, these streets 
leverage the rectangular block structure of Belmont to provide alternative 
routes to corridors with heavy vehicular traffic. Though most of the streets 
in this typology capture existing routes residents take when traveling by foot 
and by bike, we analyzed the topography of these streets to capture those 
with less steep hills whenever possible.

Rives Street provides access to Rives Park from both Carlton Avenue and 
Monticello Road and thus the rest of the neighborhood and city. Vehicular 
traffic is primarily residential and the park is the main generator of traffic, 
by car, foot, and bike alike. 

Rialto Street connects Belmont park to Downtown Belmont, Downtown 
Charlottesville, and to other streets facilitating access to remaining amenities. 
Based on comments from the Walkabout, many residents already use Rialto 
Street as an alternative to Avon Street, a street that is perceived as being 
very dangerous due to high traffic, discontinuous bike lanes, and limited 
crosswalks. Being only one block southeast of Avon Street positions Rialto 
Street as a viable alternate route that can provide a safer and more enjoyable 
experience for walking and biking. Mellow topography further strengthens 
Rialto’s role in active transportation in the neighborhood. Finally, the city’s 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan designated Rialto Street as a Local Bicycle 
route. Classification as a type C street plugs directly into this designation and 
expands recommended facilities to further support of active transportation.
Druid Avenue connects Belmont Park to Monticello Avenue and 6th 
Street SE, providing connection into the larger street network of the city. 
During the Walkabout, many residents expressed how enjoyable they find 
Druid Avenue to be for walking. Comparing to adjacent streets, Druid has 
less severe topography than Elliot Avenue and relatively equal steepness as 

Altavista Avenue, making it a good choice for active transportation, given the 
hilly context of the neighborhood. 

6th Street SE provides a safer and more pleasant alternative to Avon Street 
for bikers and pedestrians traveling to Downtown Charlottesville and 
to IX Park. Like Rialto Street, 6th Street SE is only one block from Avon 
Street and provides a significantly better environment for active modes. C 
classification is consistent with the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan’s 
assigned designation as a Bicycle Arterial Route. 

Blenheim Avenue provides a direct connection between IX Park and 
Monticello Avenue, offering an alternate route between Monticello Avenue 
and Elliot Avenue, two heavily trafficked and dangerous streets. It also 
connects into 6th Street SE and Rialto Street which facilitate connection 
into both Downtown Belmont and Downtown Charlottesville. Blenheim 
Avenue has an advantage for active transportation because it is not nearly as 
steep as Elliot Avenue and has slightly less steep hills than the two adjacent 
streets, Bolling Avenue and Montrose Avenue. 

Belmont Avenue connects directly to Clark Elementary. Under the Safe 
Routes to School program, many sidewalk improvements have been made 
recently bolstering Belmont Avenue’s ability to a provide safe and pleasant 
walking experience. Traveling on this street avoids the steep hill on Hinton 
Avenue and the high traffic of Monticello Avenue. 

Monticello Road between Hinton Avenue and Levy Avenue connects to 
Downtown Charlottesville via Levy Avenue and Garrett Street. Overall, this 
street triplet provides a route that is less topographically challenging for 
bicycles and pedestrians. Levy Avenue and Garrett Street are designated as a 
Local Bicycle Route in Charlottesville’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan. 
We argue that Monticello Road should be designated as a part of that route, 
providing an accessible connection between the Carlton area and Downtown 

C: Highest Sensitivity to Bicycle & Pedestrians

Safer Alternatives for Active Transportation
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Charlottesville. 

With highest sensitivity to bicyclists and 
pedestrians, recommended interventions 
focus on retaining on-street parking 
on one side of the street, narrow lanes 
to slow traffic and demand heightened 
attention from drivers, shared roadway 
designations to provide for bicyclists, and 
increased sidewalk width or additional 
designated space for pedestrians and 
children. Because of the narrow lanes, 
no parking zones are required at fire 
hydrants to provide adequate refuge for 
fire trucks in case of emergency. 
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Existing Local C Section

C: Highest Sensitivity to Bicycle & Pedestrians
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Proposed Local C Section
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The remainder of the streets in Belmont-Carlton serve primarily residential 
or industrial uses and thus retain a simple local designation. Though some 
of these streets provide connection between other key streets, those in the 
C classification were designated as such because they have more favorable 
conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians. According to residents, most of 
these streets are perfectly functional in their existing condition so we do not 
provide recommendations for this typology. 

D: Local Access

Residential & Industrial Use
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